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Abstract: AIDS is a devastating and deadly disease that affects people worldwide and, like all infections, it comes without warning. Specifically, childbearing women with AIDS face constant psychological difficulties during their gestation period, even though the pregnancy itself may be normal and healthy. These women have to deal with the uncertainties and the stress that usually accompany a pregnancy, and they have to live with the reality of having a life-threatening disease; in addition to that, they also have to deal with discriminating and stigmatizing behaviors from their environment. It is well known that a balanced mental state is a major determining factor to having a normal pregnancy and constitutes the starting point for having a good quality of life. Even though the progress in both technology and medicine is rapid, infected pregnant women seem to be missing this basic requirement. Communities seem unprepared and uneducated to smoothly integrate these people in their societies, letting the ignorance marginalize and isolate these patients. For all the aforementioned reasons, it is imperative that society and medical professionals respond and provide all the necessary support and advice to HIV-positive child bearers, in an attempt to allay their fears and relieve their distress. The purpose of this paper is to summarize the difficulties patients with HIV infection have to deal with, in order to survive and merge into society, identify the main reasons for the low public awareness, discuss the current situation, and provide potential solutions to reducing the stigma among HIV patients.
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Introduction
Traditionally, women have occupied positions in the health care professions. At the same time, they have also been recipients of health care services. In recent years, studies of women have greatly increased, and the subject of women and health has received a great deal of attention. Many research programs have been carried out by physicians, psychologists, sociologists, and historians. One of the topics that has been extensively studied during gestation is HIV-AIDS. AIDS is considered to be one of the most devastating infections during gestation, having both medical and ethical implications; as a result, women are trapped between social obstacles.1–3

It is indisputable that mental health is the primary requirement for a healthy gestation, and the main impetus of women’s well-being. Unfortunately, women living with HIV-AIDS are quite often stigmatized; a stigma that persists to this day. This process fills them with feelings of shame and guilt, feelings that definitely do not help them maintain a good self-esteem and a healthy mental state. Women possess and guard the right to childbearing. However, HIV-positive pregnant women face depressing and suicidal thoughts, as HIV-related stigma and discrimination govern their lives.4 The
presence of stigma and discrimination inevitably leads to significant physical, psychological, and economical side effects. The stigma permeates and disintegrates social structure.\textsuperscript{5,6}

Numerous social issues arise considering the role of society on eliminating HIV-AIDS since the appearance of the syndrome has revealed an undercurrent of hostility and rage (Figure 1). This article focuses mainly on the potential and catalytic role of stigma, the darkest facet of AIDS, and examines the major effects on childbearing subjects and the role society must play in order to eliminate HIV discrimination.

**Society’s role and the effects of stigma**

Sexuality has long been a taboo subject, but it has undergone sweeping changes over centuries. On top of that, the emergence of HIV-AIDS has overwhelmed the entire world. The specific issue of AIDS is definitely a problem that has no short-term solution.\textsuperscript{7–9}

Since the beginning of human existence, people have created the feeling of teamwork, formed tribes and communities, moved from place to place together, and lived in structured societies with rules of mutual respect. Illiterate people lacking the ability to navigate, lacking the wheel, or knowledge of the stars, and living a simple existence ended up creating enormous civilizations with incredible technological innovations. Despite this, technological innovations, illiteracy, racial discrimination, and economic exploitation have resulted in a major and unjustified worldwide crisis. Uneducated people can neither vote in elections nor satisfy their basic needs.

**The role of women**

Throughout the centuries, women have been mistreated and socially disadvantaged, living in the shadows, especially in Third World countries. The reason for this isolation is derived from sex-based distinction of difference in physique, established since antiquity.\textsuperscript{6} The HIV infection, in addition to all the insecurity, anxiety, and fear of discrimination derived from sex-based distinction, has led people—especially women—to avoid disclosing their HIV status to anyone but their family, a globally observed phenomenon. HIV infection is associated with minorities, marginalized, racially, ethnically, or sexually differentiated groups of people. Very frequently, once women are infected, they may be rejected even by their own families. The isolation, living a life entirely different from the rest of the people, creates a remarkable degree of tension. Protection of human rights is a vital prerequisite for eliminating all types of discrimination enforced on the HIV carriers and their families and friends. These facts make information and education regarding HIV infection imperative, so that the existing stereotypes and misconceptions can be corrected.\textsuperscript{10–12}

**Accessibility to therapy**

Although there is no legal requirement for a doctor to treat any patient, fear of infection is not an ethically correct excuse for a doctor to deny therapy to an HIV-positive patient. Actions such as refusing to provide medical support and treatment to childbearing women are a major insult to human dignity.\textsuperscript{13,14} But it is not only the therapists who are responsible for the lack of health provision in pregnant women; it is commonly known that a pregnant woman at high risk, even for HIV infection, is not obliged to be tested or treated against her will, even if the fetus could be adversely affected by such a decision. Therefore, it is extremely important for patients to understand the necessity of seeking help, since there is a strong correlation between physical and psychological illness. Statistics show that morbidity and mortality rates are much higher in patients who require psychiatric attention.\textsuperscript{15–17}

In AIDS-related medical and social situations, the right to free oneself from discrimination has received great attention. Stigma is a multifaceted social structure that has its own pathway; it starts with labeling, separation, status loss, and ends up in discrimination. It is known that the impact of vulnerability and sensitivity to stigma differ from person to person. The main goal of modern medicine is to eliminate stigmatization and discrimination and to ensure confidentiality in testing and counselling.\textsuperscript{18–20}

**Transmission and discrimination in modern societies**

In Western societies, where an excellent physical appearance combined with a perfect physique is considered ideal,
the opposite is regarded as antisocial and off-putting. Societies have been changeable over time, marginalizing the mentally ill, stigmatizing them to a great extent. A chronically ill or permanently impaired person is likely to be rejected by others, experiencing feelings of guilt and responsibility for being sick. In such a setting, women regarded as HIV patients are typically held responsible for their condition and, therefore, the stigma is almost inevitable, threatening their social expectations, ambitions, and progress; women have nothing to expect but barbarity. For this reason, childbearing women who are experiencing long-term stigmatizing problems have to form their own strategies to deal with societal denigration and mistreatment.

It is a fact that the HIV virus is primarily contracted through sexual contact, breast-feeding, pregnancy, and exposure to any type of infected medical equipment. It is frequently transmitted through actions that are kept secret, hidden, or are illegal – a characteristic that makes this disease unique. Misconceptions have shaped beliefs; unfortunately, most people in our society do not realize that it is not the patient’s intention to be infected by HIV. Consequently, despair, exhaustion, and helplessness approaching panic are experienced by most female patients, who are faced with society’s rejection, losing their hopes for a prosperous future. It is almost impossible to conceptualize the degree of suffering the human body undergoes and the despair of the human mind in a societal group devastated by AIDS. Infected individuals are considered to be incapable of functioning normally, and in severe cases, they are forced to withdraw from occupational responsibilities. To a significant extent, they are perceived as threats, they face long-term, damaging degradation of their life style and, additionally, they have to cope with the everlasting stigma.

Being stigmatized and restriction of opportunities on different levels invariably accompanies chronic diseases, resulting in a period of prolonged erosion of vocations and beliefs. Societies have constantly struggled to define discrimination and achievement. Nowadays, social stigma could have been eliminated with the use of modern technology but something like that is far away from reality. Since stigma exists and people are marginalized, subjects afflicted with AIDS are expected to struggle harder to achieve in society, facing great difficulties while reaching occupational independence and success. More specifically, HIV-positive women are neglected, less socially noticeable, meaning that their rehabilitation and long-term future are given less consideration. These women are offered limited opportunities, no aspirations, and worst of all, have no prospects regarding their general societal status. Uncertainty becomes a big part of their life.

Living with HIV: social support and quality of life (QoL) in HIV-positive women

From the time of conception, the human organism maintains its integrity and stability through a range of cells and tissues, in a delicate cooperation with a complex network of regulatory mechanisms. Humans have adapted to difficult situations, encountered and eliminate dangerous diseases through time, many with the use of advanced knowledge and technology.

According to WHO, 17.4 million women were living with HIV worldwide in 2014 constituting 51% of all adults living with HIV. Fortunately, from 2001 to 2013, the annual number of new HIV infections has declined by 38% globally, followed by a significant decline in AIDS-related deaths.

As previously discussed, pregnant women with HIV infection are usually disgraced, stigmatized, and discriminated because of their condition. However, gestation represents the highest personal and social value that should be protected and preserved. It is, therefore, society’s responsibility to identify and eliminate biases, not only in the general population, but also in clinical settings, so that all sick individuals are respected and cared for, regardless of race, religion, gender, nationality, or condition. The ideal approach to enforcing social support is to envision it as having both a practical and an emotional dimension. Emotional support plays an extremely important role in the lives of these people suffering from long-term diseases. The significance of emotional support is evident in studies that show a strong correlation between lack of support even between people with normal mental state.

QoL refers to the personal satisfaction expressed or experienced by individuals regarding their physical, mental, and social status. It can be defined as a multidimensional notion that involves a satisfactory social status and role, physical well-being, intellectual functioning in a stable, healthy, emotional environment, as well as a grounded self-esteem. People living with AIDS are discredited, considering their lives so diminished that they no longer that life is worth living. Thus, the ethical task is to figure out how to approach this growing sociomedical issue. The medical profession is the area where the problem is most evident, and it is an area requiring special learning and training, based on oaths and codes of ethics. Since women remain unaware about AIDS and its spectrum, it is our responsibility as doctors to concern ourselves with improving their QoL.
The role of medicine

The medical profession has traditionally (and inaccurately) reinforced a gender stereotype by looking upon women as the weaker sex in biological terms.\(^4\) This approach should be corrected, and various support programs should be structured and introduced in such a way so as to mobilize and inspire the entire society, and especially the young people, to build a new, more humane society that will respect all human beings. Governments and medical professionals should provide all the necessary resources and guidance and commit themselves to supporting HIV-positive women, combat ignorance and stigmatization, and reduce the widespread poverty that accompanies their condition. Besides access to multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, and participatory programs and the strengthening of basic health care, government officials should go beyond medical science. They should investigate the denigration of women worldwide, as well as the economic disintegration in many countries that prevents childbearing women from getting adequate infrastructure and effective antiretroviral therapies.\(^47\)–\(^51\)

Confidentiality of medical information

The sensitive personal information disclosed by the patient to a physician may frequently be of interest to parties outside the medical profession. However, this information has been traditionally, ethically, and legally guarded by confidentiality. Medical ethics bases this duty on the obligation to respect the patient’s privacy and autonomy, as well as on the need for loyalty and trust on the part of the physician.\(^52\) Nevertheless, confidentiality has been treated rather superficially and carelessly in modern medical practice. It is true that computerization of medical records enhances statistical analysis and facilitates administrative tasks. However, nowadays, with all the technological progress, malevolent and unauthorized personnel are allowed to have access and reveal medical information. Confidentiality is undoubtedly an unwritten ethical obligation. Physicians who carry the responsibility to protect their patients must be familiar with the regulations and policies so as to safeguard the patient’s medical information. Prevention is better than cure; therefore, expert advice, support, and education should be provided to safeguard medical identity.\(^44,46,53–57\)

Current international approach and results

Lack of a clearly defined approach of stigma prevents experienced personnel from introducing efficient treatment programs and new initiatives with the final aim of annihilating discrimination. The stigma carries the inherent identity of dividing people into groups.

Literature reveals numerous survey methodologies and interviews of people living with AIDS or of the general population, both emphasizing their experience of HIV stigma, on access to prevention, treatment, and care, with a very small part of the articles referring to the need to create valid and reliable measures on evaluating the stigma through psychological tests and methods to eliminate it.\(^58–60\) However, due to the nature of the aforementioned social stigma, evaluating and practical measuring of the multifaceted stigma have proven to be significantly difficult. It is evident and profound that not many methods have been introduced into health care systems for a direct measurement of the HIV-related stigma and its cognate parameters. Since socioeconomical issues are the main predisposing factors of low educational level and lack of university/social program funding, these methods are marginalized. The economic difficulties complicate data collection of the infected population, the governments avoid investing in the appropriate information of the citizens, and lack of adequate health support is dominating.\(^58–60\)

The global HIV–AIDS response reported a great rise of the people infected with AIDS in the last few years, but a reduction of the newly infected and the people dying from HIV.\(^61\) This has to do not only with the new facilities providing therapy and the more people receiving it but also due to the increased information on the issue of pregnant women with HIV. Therefore, more women are tested and eventually receive therapy to avoid mother-to-child transition. These are the results of the difficult efforts of World Health Organization, United Nations Children’s Fund, and The Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS, in collaboration with national and international partners, to monitor key components of the health sector response to the HIV epidemic.\(^61\)

The basis of mass-media interventions is one of the main solutions on reducing stigma. The design of stigma elimination methods relies on behavior and social attitude. Electronic mass communication media, aimed at a wide audience, is a very efficient means of introducing new ideas, beliefs, and updated knowledge on AIDS through continuous and repetitive electronic messages. Digital technology and cultural exposure combined with the subject’s personal experiences can have a significant effect on people and society itself.

Prevention and possible solutions to eliminate the HIV stigma

The first and undisputable step in HIV prevention is the introduction of the childbearer’s HIV testing. Many subjects do not
join group testing due to the fear of stigmatization and family rejection while the problem is promoted by the everlasting stigma. Infected people might feel inferior to others if it is disclosed that they have tested positive, they are inherently fragile, prone to panic and run, a dangerous situation not so much because of the damage they do to individuals, but due to being vulnerable to explosive emotions of anger, depression and anxiety that lead them to negative thoughts. The problem ends up being a vicious cycle.62–64

In a world of changing societies, increasing poverty problems, governmental conflicts, inequality as main parts of the main social problems, the HIV–AIDS stigma remains rooted. Although the main reasons for this stigma remain unclear, it is commonly accepted that they originate from within the core of society. The social stigma is a pervasive problem regarding the attempts of HIV prevention, diagnosis, and treatment. The social stigma is a pervasive problem regarding the attempts of HIV prevention, diagnosis, and treatment. People need to have access to prognosis, diagnosis, and treatment. The government, in accordance with institutions and communities, needs to create programs involving contacting people, providing legal interventions, training programs, self-help and support groups, homocare teams, rehabilitation programs, and educational projects so as not only to accept and help people living with AIDS but also to spread the idea of prevention. Assessment of the stigma elimination within a social group suggests the allocation of projects and the use of reliable parameters and mechanisms within the affected groups. Literacy is of vital importance in the battle against HIV–AIDS stigma annihilation. The presentation of facts on AIDS is a good start. It is important to take into consideration the fact that such research programs are limited by the small size of samples. Social lives are devastated and patients avoid participating in research projects. A new generation of analysts, an exceptional network of policymakers, thinkers, leaders, and scholars who fully acknowledge the range of the stigma, needs to be recruited to reverse this phenomenon. In addition, nongovernmental organizations, philanthropic groups, and individual donors, with the help of digital technology and media, interested in the future of our society need to have the appropriate support for their valuable effort of eliminating the stigma.58

The need for adequate public health care
The principle that human beings are entitled to adequate health care is found in various international documents. These reports focus on the role of nondiscrimination attitudes and behaviors in propagating and shielding the right to protect oneself against malnutrition, extreme weather conditions, and lack of basic health care conditions that could potentially cause high morbidity and mortality rates; it is a matter of life and death.7–9

An inadequate standard of living is a threat to people with an immunocompromising comorbidity, such as HIV infection. A person with AIDS who lacks decent shelter, clothing, food, especially due to lack of health care access, will definitely face more difficulty even common diseases. Although health care is considered to be a basic human right in a civilized society, a good number of infected women live in poverty, experiencing high levels of stress caused by fatigue, fear, and lack of self-esteem, and have minimal access to the most fundamental health care services guaranteed and secured by every nation’s constitution. As a result, stigmatized women report depression, irritability, insomnia, and nervousness; it is a cluster of factors that creates extreme tension.11,13–14

As we have already discussed, mental health is the core of a healthy self-esteem. However, segregation, isolation, and other restrictions attached to the HIV status may trigger unjustified soaring discrimination. Combined with other stigmatizing conditions, several negative characteristics are attributed to pregnant women with HIV. These women are improperly blamed as the main hosts and the basic transmitters of the virus to other people and their children. Public health is the result of collaboration between society and science on preventing disease and promoting health and safety for people, guided by epidemiological data.64 However, the systematic maltreatment of women, in addition to slaughter and banishment of ethnic groups in Eastern Europe and Africa, demonstrates the abuse of human rights and the difficulty for public health to predominate. Medico-legal experts should focus on self-knowledge, self-improvement, social reform, and peace of mind.7–11

Stigma has a very true historical foundation. The increasing fragility of the social bonding has destabilized the social structure. All diseases possess a certain degree of a potentially active social stigma, which threatens social and personal interactions. In Western societies, where individual effort and achievement are highly valued, people suffering from permanent disabilities are frequently less likely to succeed, isolated in a dependent and weak position, and criminalized and negatively evaluated.66 For example, different types of physical deformities denote weakness in a world where physical strength and appearance are glorified. Being sick is both an individual experience and a social norm. Patients experience panic, discomfort, disorientation, and marginalization. The HIV-AIDS pandemic has caused enormous suffering.
throughout the world and presents a major challenge to society. It is society’s duty to accurately follow the development of the citizens, put an end to suffering, and eventually allow women to reengage organized social groups and structures. In times of rapid changes, where the world is more predictable than usual, subjects and organizations should be given the ability to innovate. One basic axiom should govern allowance of flexibility, instead of constraint enforcement. A radical societal reshaping will ultimately protect the vulnerable.

Discussion

As it was previously discussed, stigma devalues and diminishes the dignity of people who are subject to it. Although HIV-AIDS has only been around for 40 years, its stigma is prominent and needs to be addressed and corrected, since the inevitable social consequences of being stigmatized lead to severely reduced opportunities, discrimination, and even rejection. One of the tragic consequences of discrimination is that it has a deep impact on vulnerable and sensitive groups. Discrimination against women in male-dominated societies can fundamentally threaten their social, economic, and family positions. Unfortunately, not too much progress has been made in annihilating the stigma throughout the years. Some years into the epidemic with no effective vaccine or permanent HIV cure, no solution has been given to the affected pregnant women that end up isolated. Discrimination and rejection guide people’s lives, associating this stigma with prolonged and severe psychological trauma. Stigma and discrimination are strong parameters in creating a hidden society that is extremely difficult to reach and reveal – a society governed by its own unique rules. Although striking differences in culture, mentality, social perspectives, language, and history of human rights exist within the societies, a total front of flexibility, instead of constraint enforcement. A radical societal reshaping will ultimately protect the vulnerable.

The value of personal autonomy is deeply ingrained in our civilization; it is the intrinsic moral right of a person to know you are sick, Why do you carry a pregnancy again? Applying the socio-ecological model to understand barriers to PMTCT service utilization in western Kenya. AIDS Care. 2015;27(Suppl 5):20289.
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